Operational efficiency and effectiveness

From buildings and technology, to hiring strategies and professional growth/development, to smart budget management, NSU leadership delivers!

- Creation of an operational budget that will support the recruitment and retention of high-quality administrators and staff members.
- Show effectiveness in managing a budget and student body of 6K full time and part time students. 3-5 years increase university endowment.
- Streamline systems management, work flows, and increase transparency of communication.

"They should evaluate the campus to ensure it is safe and being managed properly."

"The new building should be finished, and our tuition should be back down. We needed more parking less than anything."

"Stabilize top admin posts and reduce turnover in those roles (e.g., provost, deans). …"

"Clean up… hiring… especially at top administrative positions… conduct national searches for these positions (please and above) to hire the most skilled and qualified candidates with proven success records. Eliminate redundant administrative positions that swallow our budget with little or no return on investment. Conduct a serious, comprehensive budget review to ensure that funds are efficiently spent on the major priorities (e.g., instruction, retention, graduation) and assets (human capital, i.e., teaching faculty) and to eliminate financial waste…"

"Provide dedicated graduate student housing. Expand the campus by assuming the Spartan Village community."

"Perform transparent, proper, and thorough search to fill the provost position; lead the holistic assessment of NSU and use it to guide the preparation of a strategic plan that makes sense."

"A visionary, progressive educational leader with a fiscal and systems management mind having had a SUCCESSFUL tenure as a University President elsewhere."

"There is a lack of stability on this campus. NSU needs a president that can stay in the role for at least 10 years. Consider the stability at other university's around the area. NSU needs this type of stability."

"A business sense 2) fair leadership that rises above university politics 3) being approachable 4) mediation skills 5) personnel management skills."

"…deliver better salaries for faculty and support faculty. There exists a need for network printers which are no longer being provided, however much needed."

"I would support a President who would push to build a Nice athletic field house, locker rooms, weight room, Coaches office and film rooms, and possibly a small indoor track for all athletes to use."

"NSU seems to be lacking in technology. The entire NSU community from the janitors to the students and the President himself could benefit tremendously with updated technology."

"Invest in recycling bins in the dorms and around campus. Keeping them actively maintained."

"Ensure budget is balanced for size, productivity and FTE’s for department. Ensure university communication."

"A new President must embrace the role of athletics in increasing campus financial status, securing strong leadership in athletics administration, and student-athlete well-being."

"Invest in recycling bins in the dorms and around campus. Keeping them actively maintained."